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One Key, One Test. One Last Chance.Hidden long ago in the mythical Garden of Eden lies the Key

of Life. But this is no ordinary key. It is the source of Creation itself. To find it, three teenagers face a

series of brutal, archaic tests designed for a different time. To prove they are worthy of the

challenge, they must survive till sundown."Thrilling", "Gripping", "Unputdownable", "A brilliant read". 

( Reviewers) If they succeed, Earth moves into a new era. But fail, and Earth will be destroyed. Can

they uncover the curious gifts that have been given to them and begin their quest to save

humankind? Or will their friends - and others - get in the way?Classic YA fantasy from the UK,THE

POWER AND THE FURY is the first part in James Erith's EDEN CHRONICLES series. With wicked

plot twists and spectacular action, fans of CS Lewis, Harry Potter and Phillip Pullman are sure to

love this entertaining adventure fantasy series. Grab THE POWER AND THE FURY and tuck into

the action today!Cain, an old ghost, tells Archie about their forthcoming quest:"In comparison with

the thickness of a rainbow, the chances that the three of you will survive are but an atom wide. You

are a child. You have neither the strength nor the skills to combat what lies ahead. You have no

magic and you do not understand nature. What chance do you have?"
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Bought this for a niece and nephew but HAD to read it first. I'd thumbed through it and it grabbed

me! Imaginative, breath-holding and brilliant. One of those books you can't wait to turn the page to

see what comes next, but at the same time wish it would last a lot longer. Looking forward to putting

the sequel into their library soon. Sometimes a book written for a younger audience isn't as

engaging to read with them as an adult, but this is one you'll get just as much enjoyment out of as

they will, for sure. Loved it!

I enjoyed this book very much. It was a quick and easy read with just the right amount of mystery.

Did not know that there was a book out before this one called Angelfall which I'm reading now.

Looking forward to the third installment, soon I hope!!

I was very impressed by this first installment of the Eden Chronicles. I had a few sleepy days at

work after not being able to put this down the night before! The tension and mystery build from the

first few pages are don't let off until the end -- though there are a few tantalizing loose ends that I'm

impatient to find out about in book two, when it comes out. James Erith really goes for it here -- the

scale of the plot is epic. But in my opinion the writing rises to the occasion. I'm talking about great

scene-building, powerful images, and equal ease with everyday home and school-life, and THE

END OF THE WORLD! Teenagers will love it, but I'm in my 30s (barely) and enjoyed it, too.

If you like Potter, Narnia, Hunger Games, then this gem from James Erith is right up there, TPTF

has a fast paced style but with an utterly unique story line. I adored the fantastic action adventure

tale that my daughter (12) couldn't put down . It has now passed over to a friend's son (9) who is

equally gripped!Apart from the mother of all storms there is intrigue, monsters, magic, bravery, and

a curious, thoughtful resonance through the epic adventure that offers so much more to come. I'd go

so far as advising buying the first edition. This should be big. Loved it!

this is a great story which you will enjoy and cant put down

Wow! I canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t recommend it enough. I ended up having to read the final pages



outside the tube station! ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s sort of totally original with loads of twists and incredibly

cool characters. I simply canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t wait for the next one. I love Daisy who is just

hilarious and Old Man Wood who is going to be something pretty special.... I canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t

believe it is ErithÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s first book - it is such an awesome story and loads more to

come.... canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t wait.
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